Good reads for animal fans...

Many thanks to Sophie Rance for this ASAB Resource
Careers with Animals
Dr Rupert Marshall…

…researches birdsong, in particular how birds sing to each other and find mates or protect their own patch of land.

…has a psychology degree and then studied ecology for his doctorate degree.

Follow @DrRupertM on Twitter
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Emma Ackerley...

... works in conservation and wildlife media.

... has a degree in zoology, then studied for another year to get a masters degree in wildlife conservation.

Follow @EmmaAckerley27 on Twitter
Cedric Tan...

... is a teacher of conservation, he uses games, videos, theatre, eLearning and other exciting education methods to get his message across to future leaders.

... has a degree in Life Sciences and studied sexual behaviour in animals for his doctorate degree.

Follow @CedricKWTan on Twitter
Eleanor Paish...

... works as a film maker. She is currently making a series on Lemurs in Madagascar.

... has a zoology degree and then studied for her masters in wildlife filmmaking.

Follow @elpaish on Twitter
Vivek Nityananda...

...is a research scientist. He works with praying mantises to find out how they do 3D vision, as their 3D vision might be simpler and potentially easier to for our technology to imitate.

...has a biology degree and then studied for his doctorate by listening to the sounds bushcrickets make to communicate.

Follow @VivekNityananda on Twitter
Lucy Witter...

... is based at the National Botanic Garden of Wales. A centre for biodiversity in South Wales.

... has a zoology degree and is studying for a doctorate by developing and testing seed mixes for wild pollinators in gardens and parks.

Follow @LucyWitter1 on Twitter and read her blog on National Botanic Garden Wales website
Jake Maddocks...

... keeps and maintains the aquariums at the Centre for Sustainable Aquaculture in Swansea University.

... has a degree in marine biology and a masters in Evolutionary Biology.
Sophie Rance...

... has worked as education ranger leading outdoor education activities. Now Sophie works as a Biology Teacher.

... has a degree in biology and then studied to be a Secondary School Science teacher (PGCE).

Follow @misszoology on Twitter
These are just some of the amazing things you can do related to animals!

There is so much more out there...
Have you thought about a Foundation or Undergraduate Degree?

- Animal Science
- Animal Behaviour
- Animal Welfare
- Biology
- Conservation
- Equine Science
- Evolutionary Biology
- Freshwater Biology
- Marine Biology
- Wildlife Management
If you want to study an animal related course through Welsh you can get funding from Coleg Cymraeg.

www.colegcymraeg.ac.uk
@ColegCymraeg